RESEARCH
MACHINE VS. LANDSCAPE
Currently, we have a mechanistic approach to learning with the ultimate goal of efficiency, learning as much as you can as fast as you can and is
applied the same way to all students. However, once you shift this paradigm from a machine to a learning environment, teachers, students and info
coexist and shape each other in a mutual reinforcing system. It provides a view of schools not as a fix to a problem, but as a growing solution. The
classroom is very organic in this way. There is no sense in talking about a broken machine, because environments to do break, but adapt. (Thomas)
IMMERSION LEARNING
Learning is possible through immersion into one’s environment. In immersion learning, the external model of educations shifts inward and the environment becomes based on the student’s curiosity. (Berryman) The process of teaching and learning should not be about merely imparting information,
it should encourage the whole mind by stimulating the cognitive processes: conceptual, analytical, and social. (Schank)The aspect of immersion
learning is fused with the cognitive processes, molding the space into a motivating and propelling system. The effective learning environment has now
become about immersion into one’s own curiosity. Individual passions shape investigation of tacit knowledge.(Thomas)
THE COLLECTIVE
In this age of constant change, learning never stops. We rarely reach fixed answers, and this should not be our goal. (Wilson) In this new culture of
learning, we can begin to fuse personal interest and public learning in the form of a collective. The collective is not a new public space, but a community grown out of participation and mutual interest. (Thomas)
LEARNING AS INQUIRY
Learning as inquiry redirects the focus from answers to questions. With equality among students and the professors, we engage in a mutual learning
experience (Spring). The life of this environment is a blank slates for endless questions and ideas. (Sturt)
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KNOWING, MAKING, AND PLAYING
To encourage the processes of cognition, we can think of our human states: homo sapien, knowing human, homo faber, human the maker, homo
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luden, human the player. Knowing, making, and playing are the core of our human experience. In the digital age, knowledge not about memorizing,
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but about finding facts. Making becomes assimilating our ideas, providing context and links to other sources. Playing brings all the ideas together in
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a social context with the purpose of refinement. This process brings up more questions, thus pulling us into a deeper engagement with the subject
matter and the cycle of learning as inquiry. (Thomas)
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PROJECT STATEMENT

CONCEPT STATEMENT

The fourth year design studio explores non-residential studio problems of advanced complexity. The studio integrates and extends previous experi-

Knowing, making, and playing are the core of our human experience. In the digital age, knowledge not about memorizing, but about finding facts.

ences utilizing systematic design methodologies. The fall semester, compromised of three seperate projects, ends with a submission into the Interior

Making becomes assimilating our ideas, providing context and links to other sources. Playing brings all the ideas together in a social context with

Design Educators Council Student Competition.

the purpose of refinement. This process brings up more questions, thus pulling us into a deeper engagement with the subject matter and the cycle of
learning as inquiry.

CLASSROOM OF THE FUTURE

OBJECTIVES
The challenge for the annual competition is different every year. This years competition challenged teams to create a learning environment for the future. The constraints enforce a 2 week time limit, limited faculty involvement, and group submissions. The first week was dedicated to research, while

01|

This is not a structure, this is a landscape. As a culture for change, it does not break, but adapts and grows.

02|

This system is not about memorizing, but about exploration. It is not about testing, but about creating. It is not about the end result, but about

the the second week focused on executing the design. Students were asked to:
01|

Develop 5 unique design points that were informed by individual research

02|

Develp a concept for design decisions

forming meaning and significance.
03|

This is a podium-less environment, taking out hierarchy by creating a radial focus. The students input data and generate class content while 		
professors facilitate.

03|

Work inside the context that this is a historic building with wood panelling and brick interior and that the building is currently to code
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04|

This is a collective, encouraging individual interests while supporting the idea that we learn more together.

05|

This is a blank slate to be filled with individual ideas and to create a canvas of community of learning.

